Multiaxial fatigue under complex non-relaxing loads
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ABSTRACT: Automotive anti-vibration parts undergo complex and multi-directional fatigue loadings, which must be considered and finally validated in their design phase. Some parts have to endure Road Load Data (RLD) test-loads (i.e. stochastic signals, representative for the actual service conditions of a part), meanwhile being already pre-charged by a constant load e.g. by the engine mass or by swaging. These conditions might result in positive minimal load values. For natural rubber, it is well known that this leads to material reinforcement which is usually related to strain induced crystallization. The reinforcement effect is well studied and illustrated in the so-called Haigh diagram by various previous studies of uni-axial tension tests Cadwell et al. 1940, Champy et al. 2015). However, to be able to determine a mean-load correction factor for a part or a specimen under complex stochastic loads, the concept of the Haigh diagram must be extended to various complex and multi-axial test conditions. It is crucial for its fundamental understanding to perform a dedicated experimental test campaign on specimens under different complex periodic loading cycles. Such fatigue tests are conducted on hourglass-shaped natural rubber specimens, loaded by coupled and aligned tension and torsion actuators, which permits to induce numerous complex load states. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is used to determine the respective local mechanical state in the rubber specimens. Different strain, biaxiality ratio and critical plane orientation histories over a loading cycle are achieved in different test series. Finally, the number of cycles to crack-initiation and the final fracture surfaces are carefully analyzed using an optical microscope and a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The results are then compared with the outcomes of non-relaxing fatigue tests in simple tension and torsion with the same specimens.

1 INTRODUCTION

Even though, several works are published concerning multiaxial fatigue of natural rubber parts (Le Cam 2005, Saintier et al. 2006, Ostoja-Kuczynski 2005) as well as the reinforcement effect (Cadwell et al. 1940, Champy et al. 2015), only a few known publications address a combination of both (Mars 2001, Saintier 2000). Our final target of a comprehensive test campaign is to understand the fatigue behavior and the damage mechanisms of a specimen which is undergoing complex and non-relaxing loadings. One experimental setup combines an alternating rotation load with a constant pre-displacement of the sample. After describing the specimen and the testing conditions, we will present the experimental outcomes and discuss the results.

2 METHODS

2.1 Material and samples

The studied rubber-like material is based on natural rubber. The specimens were manufactured under equal molding settings and from a single material batch to ensure the same mixing conditions. Their geometry is given in Figure 1. The advantage of the axisymmetric, notched specimen is the fact that it has a well-defined and limited zone of fatigue crack initiations in the notch ground. The low tested volume also reduces the heat build-up during fatigue tests.
2.2 Experimental Setup

The experiments are conducted with the test configuration shown in Figure 2. The electrical rotation and pneumatic displacement actuators are aligned and coupled. The tests are driven in a displacement/rotation-controlled manner, while the reaction force and torque are constantly recorded. The climatic chamber that surrounds the tested sample guarantees a constant air temperature of 23°C. An infrared sensor pointing at the specimen’s notch ground is measuring its surface temperature. To ensure a similar material heat build-up, the frequency of the cyclic load is tuned to have a surface temperature of approx. 30°C. The presented experiments are conducted with a rotation frequency of 0.8 to 2 Hz.

While setting six fixed pre-displacement levels between 0mm and 11mm to the specimen, we apply a sinusoidal alternating rotation of ±150°. For further discussions, we will also present the results of a relaxing load-level, at which the samples were fixed at 0mm displacement and loaded with relaxing rotation cycles. All tested load-levels are listed in Table 1. We conducted tests on four samples per load-level.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Results

The number of cycles to crack initiation $N_i$ are determined by the $N.dk/dN$ criterion introduced in Ostoja-Kuczynski et al. 2003. The evaluated torsional stiffness is used for the criterion, because the rotation is the imposed cyclic load. Typical evolutions of the criterion and of the respective stiffness amplitude history are given in Figure 3. The derived results for $N_i$ are given in Figure 4 as a plot over the experimental fixed displacement.

Figure 5 gives the actual imposed angle/displacement evolutions and the respective reaction force vs...
torque curves of one representative load-cycle (at approx. 50% of Ni) for each of the alternating load levels.

For the SEM analyses of the sample surfaces, the metallic inserts are clamped to a dedicated mount to assure a well-controlled alignment. We analyze each sample from four sides. The crack orientation angle is measured for all cracks in the small area which is almost orthogonal to the viewpoint. An accurate angle determination outside this region is not possible because cracks are distorted on the images due to the lens perspective. The derived orientation angles are defined with regard to a horizontal line (parallel to the radial direction of the specimen).

The scattering of the measured angles is expressed by giving the empirical standard deviation. The angle measures are given in Table 2. Images of post-experimental sample surfaces from SEM analyses are presented for each of the tested load-levels in Figure 6.

The six tests under alternating rotation (Figure 6b to g), can be grouped according to two different kinds of crack shapes. The fatigue cracks on sample surfaces from load-level 0 and 1 (Figure 6b and c) have relatively grainy crack edges, although the load-level 1 samples have cleaner edges. These cracks do not have a clear orientation but are rather horizontal. In the contrary, the samples from load-level 2 to 5 (Figure 6d to g) have quite sharp crack edges and most of them are oriented in one of the two principal directions. These directions are symmetric to each other in reference to the vertical axis, as also shown by the measured angles (Table 2). The relaxing rotation tests with a fixed displacement at 0mm only cause negative crack orientation angles (Figure 6a). The crack edges seem also rather grainy and their orientations are more scattered than for the alternating rotation experiments (see Table 2).

Looking at the determined number of cycles to crack initiation (Figure 4), one can clearly see a reinforcement effect. Higher fixed displacements result in increased lifetimes. The alternating tests with 0mm displacement result in significant lower lifetimes than the ones with relaxing rotation cycles.

### 3.2 Discussions

#### 3.2.1 Discussion on the two principal crack orientations

For the load-levels 2 to 5 with alternating rotations, cracks are mostly oriented in one of two principal
directions (see Figure 6d to g). A closer look to cracks with rather horizontal alignment e.g. at a load-level 2 sample (see Figure 7) shows that these cracks also propagate either in the positive or the negative principal direction.

An explanation for the two principal orientations might be the alternating rotation cycles. They can be divided at the zero rotation crossings in two half-cycles. Each of the half cycles goes from zero rotation to the positive or negative extreme point of the rotation. While the half cycle in positive rotation is opening the cracks, which are orientated in the negative principal orientation, the negative half cycle does the opposite. Figure 8 is showing this for one sample.

Therefore, the positive half cycle of the rotation causes notably damage in the material planes which are oriented in the negative principal direction. The
negative half-cycle is respectively most notably responsible for the cracks with a positive orientation. The vertical symmetry of the observed principal crack orientations is supporting this hypothesis, since the two half cycles in rotation have the same symmetry axis. Once a micro-crack propagated in one of the two principal directions, the corresponding half cycles would cause most of the further propagation while the opposite half cycles close the crack. Figure 9 shows that even very small cracks with a length of less than 100µm orient in one of the two principal directions.

3.2.2 Discussion on the two kind of crack appearances
A remarkable difference for the two groups separated by the crack appearance (load-levels 0 to 1 on one side, load-levels 2 to 5 on the other side) are the reaction-force/reaction-torque curves given in Figure 5. While the first group (with grainy, horizontal crack shapes) experiences negative outer reaction forces during a rotational cycle, the second group is only loaded by positive outer loads. A negative outer force causes a compression reaction for the specimen, whereas the positive outer forces cause tension. While the tension of the fatigue sample would rather open some initiated micro cracks, the compression state would close them and press the crack surfaces together. The added outer rotation of the sample causes these surfaces to slide against each other. This leads to friction and due to the compression possibly to abrasion. The grainy crack edges sustain this hypothesis.

Meanwhile, it might as well give the explanation for the mostly horizontal crack orientations. The microscopic crack surfaces most notably slide against each other both at the positive half-cycle and the negative half cycle of the rotation due to the material compression in vertical direction. The friction and material abrasion might cause an initiated crack to propagate with each half-cycle which can explain the vague zigzag patterns. With the material abrasion, these patterns might appear to be horizontal. Figure 10 shows a crack of 200µm length with high magnification.

The relaxing rotation tests with 0mm displacement cause fatigue cracks which are almost all with a negative orientation angle, even though the samples also experience negative outer loads. No cracks with positive orientation angles are observed. This supports the hypothesis that the horizontal cracks of the load-level 0 and 1 must also propagate in both principal orientations in zigzag patterns. As already mentioned, the samples durability for the relaxing rotation tests is significantly increased compared to the alternating load-level 0. The shorter lifetime could be caused by a faster propagation of micro-cracks because they propagate during both half-cycles of the alternating rotation.

4 OUTLOOK
The presented test results clearly point out the necessity of further tests and devoted FEA under similar conditions to understand the observed crack growth orientations as well as the different crack appearances for load-levels 0 to 1 and load-levels 2 to 5.

We will conduct a dedicated test in which the load-levels 1 to 5 will be repeated with the same fixed displacements but with returning rotation conditions (0 to max. rotations). Therefore, only the positive rotation will be enforced. A study of the resulting number of cycles to crack initiation and the orientation angles will allow a comprehensive comparison with the currently discussed study.

A comparison of the lifetimes and the negative crack orientation angles for experiments with equal fixed displacements and relaxing, respectively alternating, rotation conditions will support our comprehension of the fatigue scenarios of load-level 2 to 5.

Further experiments with fixed displacements that cause a compression state of the sample during alternating rotation cycles will also be performed. Interrupted fatigue tests with SEM analyses as well as micro-computer tomography scans at early fatigue states are anticipated. This will help us to further understand the respective damage mechanisms.
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